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Foreword
“During KEF’s 50th anniversary year we launched the LS50
loudspeaker as a celebra�on of our 50 years of passive
loudspeaker technology and know-how. Today we launch
the LS60 Wireless loudspeaker, the culmina�on of a
concerted effort over the past five years to develop new
technologies for ac�ve loudspeakers.
The LS60 Wireless is a significant product for KEF and it is
special to be launching it during the 60th anniversary year.
KEF was founded because of Raymond Cooke’s belief that
loudspeaker performance could be improved through the
applica�on of new materials and new technologies. In KEF
R&D this is a belief that we s�ll hold; we’re very proud of
the heritage of our department, and we strive to con�nue
following this same philosophy.
In the last 10 years music consump�on has changed
beyond recogni�on, with online streaming becoming
common place. This shi� has been the catalyst for a
resurgence of interest in ac�ve loudspeakers. Ac�ve
loudspeakers have always held the possibility of improved
sound quality and are already the de facto standard in most
serious public address and studio applica�ons. However,
HiFi has always resisted this change, preferring to mostly
s�ck with passive loudspeakers and separates.
Modern passive loudspeakers can give remarkably high
performance. One could even argue that the HiFi market’s
fondness for passive loudspeakers has led manufacturers to
develop drivers with extremely refined behaviour as a
direct result of the limita�ons and restric�ons of the
passive format. Nevertheless, in terms of both absolute
performance and flexibility, ac�ve has a significant
advantage.
The LS60 Wireless is designed to have a small footprint and
slim profile so that it can sit comfortably in most people’s
homes, not requiring special listening rooms or awkward
posi�oning in the room. It provides flexible connec�vity –
allowing streaming from numerous services, podcas�ng,
internet radio, connec�vity for tradi�onal HiFi equipment,
Bluetooth sources and TV sound – all the while delivering a
scale and quality of sound that is almost unbelievable.
We’re proud of this engineering feat and excited to bring
this product to the market. This white paper outlines some
of the technical details and concepts behind the
performance.”
Dr Jack Oclee-Brown, VP of Technology, KEF Audio.

1. KEF’s Philosophy on
Loudspeaker Design

Controlling the loudspeakers’ direc�vity is also key to
avoiding loss of midrange and treble fidelity, which can
happen when loudspeakers are placed in a real listening
environment. One of the features of our auditory
percep�on is that we are well used to hearing sounds
that include reflec�ons off close surfaces. Our auditory
system can iden�fy the direct sound and separate out
reflec�ons to the extent that we do not perceive the
early reflec�ons as separate events. The listener will
a�ribute any �mbral imbalance in the reflec�ons to the
original source. This means that loudspeakers must have
a frequency response that is good in all direc�ons, not
simply in the direct path to the listener. Loudspeakers
must have a smooth and balanced frequency response
on-axis and in other direc�ons. If this is achieved, the
listeners will be able to “hear through” the room in which
they are located and perceive the acous�c space
captured in the recorded sound.

Loudspeakers are the final stage in the sound
reproduc�on chain. It is ul�mately down to the
loudspeaker to generate the sound that the listener will
hear. While other pieces of audio equipment have
clearly defined roles, and it is easier to outline how they
would ideally perform, the ideal loudspeaker is more
difficult to define. It is simpler to first consider what the
complete audio system is trying to achieve. The ideal
audio system should be able to recreate a live sonic
event so that it is indis�nguishable from the original.
The listeners should be transported to the environment
of the live event. They should be convinced that they
are si�ng in the actual concert hall in which the live
event occurred. They should experience the acous�cs
of the space, perceive the loca�ons of the instruments,
interact with the space and hear the change in the
sound as they turn their heads towards the soloist.

In summary, loudspeakers must be designed to have a
smooth and balanced response both in terms of
frequency and space. The sound from loudspeakers
should emanate from the drivers themselves and not
from other components, such as resona�ng panels or
openings. The drivers should operate in a wellcontrolled manner throughout and beyond their band.
Loudspeakers should have low distor�on and
compression and a good temporal response.

Many recordings are available that never existed as live
events. For example, a rock band captured in a studio or
music with synthesised instruments. Nevertheless, the
same objec�ve applies for these situa�ons: the sonic
event that we wish to hear is the one that was
envisaged by the musicians and producer. For this to be
achieved, there are implica�ons for the fidelity of the
replay system: it must not colour the sound with the
introduc�on of distor�on or dynamic range
compressions; it must have a neutral �mbral character,
without resonance or imbalance; it should have a good
temporal resolu�on such that it does not “smear” the
sonic event. Each of these fidelity requirements
provides clear targets for the loudspeaker designer.

“Of all art, music is the most indefinable and the most
expressive, the most insubstan�al and the most immediate,
the most transitory and the most imperishable.
Transformed to a dance of electrons along a wire, its ghost
lives on. When KEF returns music to its righ�ul habitua�on,
your ears and mind, they aim to do so in the most natural
way they can... without drama, without exaggera�on,
without ar�fice.”

However, this ideal audio system has two further
implica�ons that are more difficult to handle. Firstly, the
spa�al informa�on of the original event should be
captured and replayed. Secondly, the listeners should
hear only the acous�c space of the original event and
not the acous�c space in which they are located.

Raymond Cooke OBE, KEF founder.

2. Overall Concept
From the outset, the goal of the LS60 Wireless was to
create a compact, slim product with a small footprint.
Such a product would be more versa�le and flexible
than a typical HiFi loudspeaker, and not requiring users
to make significant concessions to the layout of their
rooms. This aim creates a sizeable acous�cal
engineering challenge, especially because the internal
volume of the loudspeaker will be limited. With a
passive configura�on the resul�ng performance would
be very disappoin�ng. However, an ac�ve DSP
configura�on, along with KEF’s unique technologies,
enables extremely high performance.

Technically,
neither
stereo
nor
conven�onal
mul�channel is sufficient to recreate the exact sound
field of an event. However, our percep�on is not exact:
our auditory system builds a scene in our mind based on
cues in the signals reaching our ears. Cues such as the
rela�ve arrival �me and level of the sound at each of our
ears. Stereo provides a simple means by which the ar�st
or recordist may communicate these cues to the
listener. The listener builds a picture of the sonic event
in their mind, sufficiently to emo�onally connect with
the experience of listening to the original.

The first and most significant challenge is low frequency
performance. The internal air volume of the
loudspeaker is quite small, and this means that the
acous�cal efficiency will be rela�vely low[1,2]. In order
to achieve deep bass, it is necessary to use equalisa�on
to boost the lowest frequencies, and this in turn means
that the LF amplifiers must be capable of providing high

Loudspeakers must be designed to maximise the
communica�on of these spa�al cues. To do this a
loudspeaker must have a response that does not change
rapidly with direc�on. An irregular direc�vity can result
in the loudspeaker communica�ng spa�al cues that
conflict with those in the recording.
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power and the LF drivers must be able to handle high
power.
Ports are o�en used to increase the low frequency
acous�cal efficiency in conven�onal loudspeakers. But
this comes at the price of slower transient response,
lower acous�cal output below the port tuning
frequency and poten�al coloura�on of the sound from
port resonance and midrange leakage. In a loudspeaker
with a small internal air volume, ports are especially
problema�c because, to achieve very low port tuning
and high output, the port must be extremely large.
Therefore, based on these factors, it was quite clear
that the LS60 Wireless should be a closed box
loudspeaker.
With a closed box loudspeaker only the LF drivers
operate to generate bass output. There is no port
radia�on to augment output, nor any reduc�on in cone
excursion from the port tuning. Therefore, achieving
high output and deep bass becomes a simple ma�er of
three factors:
1.

High driver volume displacement (radia�ng area
�mes driver excursion)

2.

Enough amplifier power to reach full excursion
and drivers capable of handling this power

3.

Equalisa�on to fla�en the loudspeaker response
and protec�on systems to avoid overload and
damage

Typical loudspeakers have all drivers placed on the front
of the enclosure. But this means that the width of the
loudspeaker is linked to the size of the drivers.
Maximising the driver area in a conven�onal layout
leads to a wide loudspeaker enclosure and would not
achieve the target of a small footprint and slim profile.
In addi�on, the distance from the LF drivers to the
midrange driver becomes very large, and this makes it
very challenging to seamlessly crossover from the LF
sec�on to the MF sec�on.
The natural path for the LS60 Wireless was to use the
Single Apparent Source (SAS) driver configura�on from
the Blade series of loudspeakers. In this configura�on
four LF driver cones are symmetrically placed on the
sides of the loudspeaker enclosure around the Uni-Q
driver. This layout is discussed in more detail in sec�on
3.1.1 below. The key aspects of SAS are that it allows
larger LF drivers to be used while maintaining excellent
direc�vity, a slim loudspeaker cabinet, and excellent
diffrac�on characteris�cs.
An early prototype of the LS60 Wireless was
constructed in late 2017 to confirm the overall
direc�on. The first listening tests in early 2018 gave the
team a first glimpse of the poten�al of this concept. But
it also highlighted that further work was required,
especially to maximise the bass output and linearity.

₃

This led directly to the development of the Uni-Core
driver and Smart Distor�on Control Technology, both of
which are described in more detail in sec�ons 3.2.1 and
3.2.3 below.
For the early prototype, the only Uni-Q available with
the correct diameter to fit into the slim baffle was from
the E-series E301 loudspeaker. This driver was never
designed with 3-way opera�on in mind and is also
missing a number of KEF’s latest technologies, such as
the Tweeter Gap Damper and metamaterial absorber.
For the LS60 Wireless a brand new 12th genera�on UniQ was developed and the full details are outlined in
sec�on 3.3. Figure 1 shows a small selec�on of the
technologies present.

sudden change in direc�on creates a secondary sound
source at the cabinet edge. As this second wave travels
outwards it combines with the direct sound radiated
from the driver causing ripples in the measured
frequency response. Harry Olsen studied the diffrac�on
effect for various different loudspeaker cabinet
geometries [3] and his work is very well known and
frequently cited. However, Olsen’s study did not include
driver direc�vity, which has a very significant effect [4].

Uni-Q, crea�ng a virtual source of sound that comes
from one posi�on in space over the en�re loudspeaker
bandwidth. The LF/MF crossover frequency is adjusted
to match the LF driver spacing so that the direc�vity in
the LF to MF crossover region is much more consistent
than a conven�onal loudspeaker. The enclosure width is
no longer dictated by the LF drivers. This allows a
narrow loudspeaker cabinet combined with a Uni-Q
with almost the same diameter as the baffle width. This
configura�on gives wide horizontal direc�vity and
minimises baffle diffrac�on. In terms of bass output, the
area of the LF drivers can be op�mised independently
to achieve the required volume displacement and each
LF driver cone only handles ¼ of the total LF amplifier
power. The midrange on the front baffle operates with
low excursion allowing reduced harmonic and
intermodula�on distor�on.

Diffrac�on can never be totally eliminated, but by
op�mising driver size and baffle geometry its
detrimental effect on the sound can be avoided. The
severity of the ripple depends largely on three factors:
the size of the driver, the size of the baffle and the size
of the baffle edge corner radii. The ideal case is an
extremely smooth convex baffle, as featured in the
Blade series of loudspeakers. This extreme contouring
was not feasible for LS60 Wireless because there is no
excess width for large edge radii either side of the UniQ. However, diffrac�on can also be minimised by
ensuring that the distance from the outside of the driver
to the cabinet edge is as small as possible. This pushes
the frequency at which the ripple would occur up to
where the driver becomes direc�onal. The lateral
radia�on is lower and the edge of the baffle is much less
exposed to its sound. KEF has used this same solu�on
in other loudspeaker ranges by placing the Uni-Q into a
shallow waveguide, the Shadow Flare [5]. In this case,
because of the slim width of the baffle, no shadow flare
is required.

Un�l now, the SAS configura�on has only been
available in KEF’s flagship passive loudspeakers. This
changes with LS60 Wireless as the benefits of SAS are
perfectly suited to the performance targets of this
loudspeaker. This acous�c package, together with a
digital crossover, allows the speaker response to have a
generally wide direc�vity that very smoothly narrows in
a controlled fashion as frequency increases. The drivers
are so well integrated there is virtually no way to tell
when the output of one ends and the next one begins.

Figure 4. Ver�cal dispersion front hemisphere at various frequencies - normalised to
0 degrees

The next sec�on of the white paper focuses on the
various engineering details that work towards the
ul�mate goal of delivering a new level of performance
from a small floorstander.

3.1.3

3. Technology
External Acous�cs
Vibra�on

and

3.1.1

Single Apparent Source (SAS)

Figure 4 shows the ver�cal direc�vity of the system
frontal hemisphere at key frequencies. At 390 Hz,
where the LF to MF crossover takes place, the
enclosure height is larger than an acous�cal wavelength
yet the direc�vity remains nearly omnidirec�onal.
When the distance of the Uni-Q to the top edge
compares to half of the sound wavelength, at around
800 Hz, the output reaching the edge is already 12 dB
quieter. The output con�nues to drop at a right angle to
the speaker axis as frequency increases further
obscuring the baffle top edge. Crucially, however, the
system’s dispersion remains constant at +/- 40 degrees
well into the high frequencies.

Figure 3 shows the simulated on-axis frequency
response, including the diffrac�on ripple effect, for a 4”
(100 mm) diameter piston at the centre of a square
baffle. As the width of the square baffle approaches the
driver diameter, the ripple amplitude decreases.

Figure 1. Diagram detailing LS60 Wireless packaging

3.1

Ver�cally, the Uni-Q is posi�oned at a considerable
distance from the top edge of the cabinet. Due to the
narrow baffle, the edge is narrow and only a small
por�on of the total sound from the driver reaches it. As
a consequence its effect is minimal.

Cabinet

In 2009, KEF introduced the Concept Blade
loudspeaker and debuted a new system configura�on:
SAS (Figure 2). This configura�on overcomes many
shortcomings found in most conven�onal loudspeakers.
At low frequencies, the sound wavelength is large
compared to the size of a typical LF driver and this
means it will radiate sound omnidirec�onally, like a
stone falling on a pond, even if the driver is placed on
the side of the cabinet. With SAS, the acous�cal centre
of the LF driver array is almost coincident with the

Figure 3. Diffrac�on effect as square baffle tends to driver diameter

In the case of the tweeter, its direc�vity is controlled at
the bo�om of its passband because it is housed inside
the midrange cone which acts as a waveguide. This
drama�cally shadows the edges of the cabinet from the
tweeter output, avoiding the effect of diffrac�on. At
higher frequencies, the effect of the midrange cone
together with the Tangerine Waveguide keep the
tweeter’s direc�vity at a constant angle while
shadowing the cabinet edges. Addi�onally, the small
radius on the lateral edges of the cabinet eases the
transi�on into full space for the sound waves that do
reach them.

Figure 2. Single Apparent Source and front baffle LF driver configura�ons as seen in
Blade Two Meta and Reference 5 Meta

3.1.2

Cabinet diffrac�on

At the low-end of their frequency passband the drivers
radia�on is omnidirec�onal. When the driver plays, a
spherical wave radiates and spreads across the surface
of the loudspeaker. As this wave reaches the edge of the
cabinet it suddenly expands around the corner. This

₄

Force cancelling

Newton’s Third Law states that for every ac�on there is
an equal and opposite reac�on. This can be applied to
the mechanics of a loudspeaker driver. When a voice
coil is excited with an electromagne�c force, an equal
force pushes the motor in the opposite direc�on. This
force is usually transferred to the cabinet via the driver
chassis and results in mo�on and audible resonances
from the cabinet walls.
1984 saw the first commercial use of force cancelling in
a loudspeaker with the release of the KEF Reference
Model 104/2. More recently this approach has been
implemented in products such as the Blade, KF92 and
KC62. In this arrangement, iden�cal drivers are
mounted back-to-back and their diaphragms move in
opposite direc�ons. As the reac�ve forces are equal in
magnitude but opposite in direc�on, they cancel each
other out. This prevents the vibra�on travelling to the
cabinet and thus the resul�ng audio coloura�on. An
intrinsic design characteris�c of KEF’s Uni-Core driver
technology is its force-cancelling configura�on.
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Figure 5 shows a comparison of cabinet vibra�on with
and without force cancelling. Both measurements are
normalised to the driver’s velocity (0 dB) to be
comparable. A solid and massive test cabinet with one
Uni-Core driver is used and a laser vibrometer is pointed
at one of its baffles close to the driver.

slim 4.3” (110 mm) deep unit housing two 5.25” (130
mm) diameter long-excursion LF drivers that share the
same motor.

However, all other suggested ideas presented issues
too, and ini�al exploratory simula�ons into the UniCore configura�on were started. The early results were
surprising: most of the concerns were unfounded or the
arrangement naturally compensated for them. Uni-Core
was given the green light and development of the LS60
Wireless LF drivers started.
LS60 Wireless demonstrates the true poten�al of UniCore by pushing the compromise between cabinet
dimensions and sound performance further than any
other loudspeaker. Figure 7 shows how the use of a UniCore in this case helped shed 1.2” (30.5mm) from the
baffle width compared to using back-to-back LF drivers
of the same excursion.
There are two basic principles behind the idea of UniCore. The first is the use of a shared motor between two
drivers, that is a single magne�c circuit energising the
two voice coils. The second principle, the one
instrumental to the depth of the driver array, is the use
of a different diameter for each voice coil. By doing this
and using the space between the two coils to install a
moun�ng ring for the motor T-Yoke, the two voice coils
can overlap when they move backwards and
considerable depth is saved (Figures 8,9).

Figure 6. One of the two Uni-Core LF units found in LS60 Wireless
Figure 5. Effect on cabinet vibra�on with (drivers same polarity, blue) and without
(drivers opposite polarity, red) force-cancelling opera�on

In one case (Figure 5, red curve), the two drivers in the
Uni-Core are connected with the opposite polarity,
meaning they move in the same direc�on, thus causing
the cabinet to move as one lump of mass in the
opposite direc�on and the cabinet walls to resonate in
a higher-order mode around 500 Hz. This is
representa�ve of the vibra�on behaviour occurring
when a driver moves against the cabinet in a regular
speaker. The rela�ve movement of the baffle to the
driver is at –40dB, or 100 �mes lower, which might
seem low. However, in a normal speaker, the cabinet
outer panel area can easily equal several �mes the
driver’s radia�ng area and when excited it will likely
generate audible sound. As an example, a Reference 5
Meta cabinet has 25 �mes the outer surface area of its
4 LF drivers.

Uni-Core was debuted in the KC62 subwoofer, but in
fact the inven�on was for the LS60 Wireless project.
The very first prototype of the LS60 Wireless used four
conven�onal 4.5” (115 mm) LF drivers. The
performance showed promise but the bass output and
extension was not sa�sfactory. A target of 3dB higher
bass output was set, achieved with a LF driver radia�ng
area increase of 13% combined with an excursion
increase of 27%. This presented an issue as within the
cabinet width the space was fully u�lised. Many ideas
were discussed and the Uni-Core was among them: to
combine the two back-to-back motors into a single
circuit to energise both voice coils. There was ini�ally
some hesita�on over this approach because it
presented some difficult challenges: so that the two
voice coils do not collide they would have to be of
different diameters but should have matched behaviour,
and the natural magne�c circuit arrangement would
mean the current orienta�on in the coils might result in
significant electro-magne�c coupling between the coils.

In the second case (Figure 5, blue curve), the two
drivers are connected with the same polarity and thus
moving in opposite direc�ons, as they would be in a
force-cancelling configura�on. The cabinet therefore
barely moves. The a�enua�on in cabinet vibra�on is an
astounding -20 dB broadband. This is equivalent to
increasing cabinet mass in a non-force-cancelling
system by a factor of 10.

Despite the asymmetry of the motor and the two
different voice coil sizes, for Uni-Core to func�on
correctly it is essen�al that both drivers behave almost
iden�cally. If this is not the case then Single Apparent
Source will not func�on correctly, and force cancelling
will not be achieved. This means that the motor force
factor (BL), the s�ffness of the suspensions (Kms) and
the moving mass (Mms) should be as similar as possible
for both drivers.
The issue of motor force factor (BL) matching can be
elegantly dealt with by the arrangement. The motor
force factor is determined by the length of voice coil
wire immersed in the magne�c gap (L) mul�plied by the
magne�c flux density crossing the gap (B). If both coils
are given the same number of layers of wire, and the
same winding height, the larger coil has a greater length
of wire immersed the magne�c gap, but the magne�c
flux density in this gap is naturally lower due to the
larger gap circumference. The opposite occurs on the
smaller voice coil and with some careful design the BL
of the two coils can be extremely close. With op�mal
shaping of the steelwork using FEM modelling, it is
possible to ensure BL remains matched under large
excursion too. Figure 10 and Figure 11 show the flux
density B(x) and force factor BL(x) func�ons
respec�vely for both drivers in the Uni-Core.

Figure 10. Comparison of B(x) for the two motors in the Uni-Core driver array

Figure 8. Cross-sec�on of Uni-Core driver found in LS60 Wireless

Force cancelling, combined with decoupling of the UniQ driver (see sec�on 3.3), allows the LS60 Wireless to
have extremely low cabinet wall mo�on, ensuring
everything the user hears is the output of the drivers the cabinet itself is silent.

3.2

LF Drivers

3.2.1

Uni-Core

Figure 11. Comparison of BL(x) for the two motors in the Uni-Core driver array

Besides matching the force factor of both coils, there
was also significant concern over the induc�ve
behaviour of the Uni-Core arrangement. To minimise
distor�on in a loudspeaker motor, it is cri�cal that the

The four LF drivers in LS60 Wireless are arranged into
two Uni-Core units. Each Uni-Core (Figure 6) is a very
Figure 7. Comparison of LS60 Wireless width achieved with Uni-Core (le�) and width
achieved with back-to-back LF drivers with equivalent excursion (right)

Figure 9. Schema�c of the Uni-Core motor found in LS60 Wireless
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voice coil inductance is low and does not vary with coil
posi�on or current level. In Uni-Core there is the further
complica�on that the mutual inductance of the two
overlapping coils must be considered too. However, it
was found that the inductance behaviour of Uni-Core
could be controlled very effec�vely due to two major
effects [6]:
1.

The circuit reluctance is higher and inductance
is lower than a conven�onal motor, due to the
presence of two voice coil gaps.

2.

Uni-Core requires a non-ferrous tube part,
located between the two coils, to support the
inner pole of the motor system. Construc�ng
this part in aluminium means that it can double
as a shor�ng ring, which reduces total
inductance and inductance modula�on.

Since the voice coils are of different diameter, some
moving parts around them must be different as well,
namely the suspensions and cones. The suspension
s�ffness, both in res�ng posi�on and under excursion,
had to be matched between both drivers by means of
careful FEM op�misa�on of their geometry. Figure 12
shows a comparison of driver mechanical s�ffness
along displacement Kms(x) for the two driver
suspensions, where it is shown they have been
successfully matched.

and s�ffness, restric�ng the driver efficiency and
typically increasing distor�on.

For a more detailed explana�on on P-Flex, the reader
can refer to the KC62 white paper [6].

KEF’s solu�on is the P-Flex surround, which debuted in
the KC62 subwoofer. P-Flex is a three-dimensionally
pleated surround that doesn’t restrict the pistonic
movement of the driver or add mass but withstands the
extreme pressures inside the cabinet. The design of the
P-Flex surround in LS60 Wireless has been further
refined compared to the version in KC62. Figure 13
shows the 2nd genera�on P-Flex surround found in the
LF Uni-Core drivers in LS60 Wireless.

3.2.3

Smart Distor�on Control Technology
(SDCT)

The LS60 Wireless relies on DSP equalisa�on to extend
the low frequency response. There are no ports and all
sound is produced by driver movement. The internal air
volume in the LF chamber is approximately 12.5 Litres.
The peak volume displacement produced by the four LF
driver cones is around 0.28 Litres. This means that,
when the drivers are visibly moving, the cabinet volume
is significantly modulated. Unchecked, this would lead
to significant bass distor�on that would degrade the
sound quality.

Figure 13. Close-up detail of the P-Flex surround in the LS60 Wireless Uni-Core

The LS60 Wireless uses KEF’s proprietary ac�ve
distor�on reduc�on system, Smart Distor�on Control
Technology (SDCT), to linearise the loudspeaker output.
SDCT is a hybrid system (Figure 15) that indirectly
senses cone velocity from the voice coil current, which
is then fed into a nega�ve feedback loop. The second
component is a DSP model of the driver, which applies
pre-correc�on to compensate for residual nonlineari�es. This method provides a major reduc�on in
distor�on and is a key tool for a small speaker to
produce deep, loud and clean bass.

Figure 14 shows a comparison of the P-Flex surround
and a regular half-roll surround of equivalent excursion.
A FEM simula�on shows that at high excursion the halfroll design buckles under the internal pressure from the
air in the enclosure. This buckling deforma�on results in
a series of distor�on mechanisms related to s�ffness,
mass and radia�ng area modula�on as well as the actual
noise of the rubber buckling. The three-dimensionally
pleated shape of the P-Flex surround allows it to unroll
freely in both direc�ons by having a low s�ffness
against the driver displacement at the same �me it
provides a much greater geometrical s�ffness against
the internal air pressure from the LF enclosure ac�ng on
its inner wall as the driver moves.

Figure 15. Block diagram of Smart Distor�on Control Technology’s
hybrid control system

compared to the original version in KC62. Besides the
cabinet volume nonlinearity, a number of addi�onal
distor�on mechanisms are also modelled and
compensated for by the DSP distor�on controller.

3.2.4

Intelligent Bass Extension

There is important content present in music recordings
below the common cut-off frequency of most
loudspeakers. This is where subwoofers usually take
over by filling in the reproduc�on down to 20 Hz.
With conven�onal loudspeakers, the bass extension is
determined by the driver and enclosure design. The
LS60 Wireless takes a different approach and relies on
high volume displacement drivers, high power and DSP
equalisa�on to extend the low frequency response.
Provided there is both linear driver excursion and
amplifier power available the bass extension can be
extended as far as the user requires. When “Extra” bass
extension mode is selected, the LF sec�on has a
frequency range extending down to 26 Hz at normal to
high listening levels. When higher music listening levels
are required, an algorithm ac�vates in the DSP and
dynamically controls the output to keep the LF drivers
safe from mechanical damage and distor�on. There has
been extensive research done in this project to ensure
this transi�on is smooth when listening to music, so as
not to detract from the listener’s enjoyment. Figure 17
shows the frequency response of LS60 Wireless across
the LF region for various signal levels.

Figure 13. Comparison of Kms(x) for the two drivers in the Uni-Core driver array
Figure 17. System frequency response showing iBX dynamic bass extension for
normal, high and very high listening levels

3.2.2

P-Flex surround

When a rela�vely large piston pushes on a small air
volume, the pressure built up will try to escape the
cabinet any way it can. The weakest path for this air to
push out is the so� rubber surround of the driver.
Common LF surrounds are simple half-roll designs,
which are successful in allowing the linear movement of
the driver while keeping it centred and sealed, but are
easily deformable by the pressured air trying to escape
the cabinet. This problem is frequently encountered in
subwoofers, and the common solu�on is to use a very
thick material for the half-roll. This allows it to
withstand higher pressures but adds significant mass

3.3

New 4” 12�� Genera�on Uni-Q

Since its incep�on in 1988, there have been over fi�y
Uni-Q designs spread over 12 genera�ons. The core
premise is the same across all itera�ons – a two driver
array that provides a point source with wide, controlled
direc�vity – but each Uni-Q is carefully op�mised
according to the system it is integrated into.
Figure 16. THD reduc�on at high listening levels with Smart Distor�on Control
Technology

Figure 16 shows the improvement in distor�on when
SDCT is applied to the system. The version of SDCT
applied in the LS60 Wireless has been further refined

Figure 14. Cross-sec�on of the LS60 Wireless P-Flex surround showing pleated
geometry (top) and regular half-roll surround showing buckling at high excursion
(bo�om)
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The LS60 Wireless is a 3-way loudspeaker and the UniQ is only required to replay MF and HF signals. Many
KEF loudspeakers use a 3-way configura�on and most
use a 5.25” diameter Uni-Q with a 1” (25 mm) tweeter.

₉

To suit the design goals of the system, the LS60
Wireless required a new smaller Uni-Q with a 4”
(100mm) diameter (Figure 18), while s�ll maintaining
the high level of performance typical of the 5.25” UniQs.

above the audio bandwidth [5, p.22, 9]. As with the MF
driver, due to the slightly smaller radia�ng area, special
a�en�on was paid to maximise the excursion. Firstly, in
the design of the motor and secondly by using a very so�
silicone rubber surround. A Tangerine Waveguide sits in
front of the tweeter dome, widening the direc�vity and
increasing sensi�vity at high frequencies [7, p.14, 10,
p.201].

The new Uni-Q chassis, shown in Figure 22, also
incorporates the integrated vibra�on decoupling
scheme first seen on the Reference and Blade Meta
loudspeakers. This important detail ensures that very
li�le vibra�on from the Uni-Q motor reaches the
cabinet, avoiding cabinet wall movement and secondary
radia�on that could colour the sound [8, p.9].

The key feature of a 12th genera�on Uni-Q is the
inclusion of a Tweeter Gap Damper to control sound
from the tweeter that passes into the gap between the
tweeter and midrange driver. This patented technology
was first introduced in the R Series in 2018 [8, p.5]. The
configura�on of the motor system in the LS60 Wireless
Uni-Q is different and consequently it was necessary to
rearrange some of the parts around the tweeter gap to
incorporate the absorber, as shown in Figure 20.

Figure 23. Uni-Q motor system magne�c circuit

Figure 18. 4” Uni-Q

Figure 19 shows a cross sec�on of the newly developed
Uni-Q for LS60 Wireless. This is a 12th genera�on Uni-Q
and incorporates many key KEF technologies.

Figure 22. Uni-Q decoupling chassis arrangement showing the chassis a�ached to
the motor through the spring elements and the damping material highlighted in green

3.3.1

Mul�physics Finite Element Modelling (FEM) tools
were extensively used to ensure the linearity of both
motors at high excursion. Figure 23 shows a cross
sec�on of the MF and HF motor arrangement with
magne�c flux density as a heat map. The steelwork
geometry has been op�mised through FEM to be
saturated near the voice coil to reduce BL modula�on
due to the influence of the voice coil’s own AC magne�c
field. Two long aluminium rings have also been
posi�oned at either side of the MF voice coil gap and
their size has been op�mised to reduce inductance and
inductance modula�on even at high excursion. Similarly
in the HF motor a long copper conduc�ve sleeve covers
the motor pole [8, p.6]. Figure 24 shows the rela�vely
flat force factor along the MF voice coil’s long excursion
BL(x).

Figure 20. LS60 Wireless Uni-Q sec�on showing Tweeter Gap Damper
Figure 19. Cross-sec�on of the 4” Uni-Q

The MF driver cone is aluminium and uses KEF’s
proprietary Cone Neck Decoupler technology to control
the breakup. This is a technique that KEF has been
refining for more than 10 years, providing a hybrid cone
with the benefits of a rigid metal cone without the
tradi�onal drawbacks of severe breakup [7, p.15].
The MF cone radia�ng area is slightly lower than the
more usual 5.25” (130 mm) Uni-Q drivers, so in order to
maintain high output capability it was important to
allow larger excursion than typical on most MF drivers.
This is handled through careful design of the motor
system. The surround and suspension were also
designed to allow more cone movement than typical for
a MF driver. The suspension was made narrower than
typical ones to minimise its moving mass and move its
resonance frequency out of the midrange passband [8].

MF and HF motor details

The LS60 Wireless Uni-Q also includes the very latest
KEF technologies. Firstly, the rear sound from the
tweeter is controlled using KEF’s patented
Metamaterial Absorp�on Technology (MAT) [7, p.2, 11].
For the LS60 Wireless a smaller MAT absorber disc
(Figure 21) has been designed and in the centre of the
new motor system a large conical waveguide carries
sound from the back of the tweeter dome to the
absorber. The overall absorp�on of the rear wave from
these two elements exceeds 99% from 840Hz upwards.

3.4

System

3.4.1

Amplifica�on

One important advantage of an ac�ve loudspeaker is
that the amplifiers for each driver may be specially
designed according to the specific signal characteris�cs
each will see. To gain a be�er insight into the
requirements, KEF R&D performed a sta�s�cal analysis
on an extensive library of more than 40,000 pieces of
real music. This study provided new data on the spectral
amplitude and crest factor in different frequency bands.
Crest factor is the ra�o between the peak and average
amplitude of a signal. Low and midrange frequency
content tends to be con�nuous with a low crest factor.
As frequency increases the crest factor raises
considerably.

The HF driver uses an aluminium dome, with a profile
carefully designed to achieve op�mal performance in
the Uni-Q configura�on along with a high breakup well

Figure 24. BL(x) of the LS60 Wireless midrange motor

Figure 25 shows an example calcula�on of the crest
factor across five midrange and high frequency bands
for a sample of 1800 music files.

Figure 25. Calcula�on of mean crest factor by frequency band on sta�s�cal sample
of music

For an ac�ve loudspeaker, this means that the LF
amplifier must be capable of providing con�nuous
power output. A HF amplifier, however, needs to
provide only very low levels of con�nuous output, but
s�ll be capable of outpu�ng extremely high
instantaneous power peaks.
KEF have developed a sophis�cated so�ware
simula�on tool that mimics the end-to-end signal path
in the loudspeaker, including details such as the DSP
processing, the frequency response of the drivers and
the complex load that the drivers present to the

Figure 21. MAT found in the Blade Meta and Reference Meta Uni-Q vs. MAT found in
the LS60 Wireless Uni-Q
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amplifiers. Using this tool the exact power requirements
for each sec�on can be calculated for a range of
different musical genres. This provides detailed power
sta�s�cs for each driver that can then be used in the
design and specifica�on of the corresponding
amplifiers. The result of this analysis on the LS60
Wireless was that a 500W amplifier was required for
the LF por�on, 100W for the MF and 100W for the HF.
Based on the bandwidth and signal sta�s�cs a hybrid
amplifier class arrangement was selected. The LF
sec�on of the system demands high amplifier power to
deliver clean bass output. The MF sec�on also requires
high con�nuous power output on certain demanding
tracks. Along with the constraint of housing the
electronics in a separate enclosure at the bo�om of the
cabinet, this requires thermal efficiency to be a priority
and hence Class D amplifiers were selected for these
sec�ons. Class D amplifiers are highly efficient due to
their high-speed transistor switching design and their
sound quality can be at a level required for high-fidelity
reproduc�on.
The HF sec�on has very different power sta�s�cs. Only
low con�nuous output is required but the amplifier
must have the ability to deliver sudden large peaks.
High bandwidth is also an important considera�on for
true High-Res support. For this reason a class AB
amplifier was selected. Class AB amplifiers have a much
lower efficiency than Class D, but the thermal power
generated is reasonably low under these signal
condi�ons. Class AB has the added advantage of wide
HF bandwidth and of not requiring an output filter.
The reason behind the high-power specifica�on for
both MF and HF amplifiers, especially the HF one, is due
mainly to the crest factor of music at the intended
frequency passband. Ensuring the amplifiers have the
rail voltage available to supply the power to amplify a
sudden sharp peak in the signal is crucial to avoid
harmonic distor�on. The KEF Class AB design was
revised from LS50 Wireless II to further reduce
distor�on.
Finally, the LF amplifier features an indirect voice coil
current feedback sensing loop as part of the Smart
Distor�on Control Technology devised to drama�cally
reduce distor�on together with a DSP control algorithm.
3.4.2

Phase correc�on

In a mul�-way loudspeaker, the audio signal is divided
into mul�ple frequency bandwidths by the crossover
and then passed to the individual drivers. The sound
that the listener hears is the acous�cal summa�on of
the individual driver responses. A major aim in
loudspeaker design is for the output from the individual
drivers to sum to give a reasonably flat overall
frequency response and this aim has received a huge
amount of a�en�on in the history of loudspeaker
engineering. Quite rightly, most of the focus is on the
magnitude response of the loudspeaker. The human ear
is extremely sensi�ve to devia�ons in the magnitude

response and it is a cri�cal aspect to get right in any
high-performance loudspeaker. Much a�en�on is also
paid to the rela�ve phase between different driver
outputs, because, if this is incorrect, then the summed
response will suffer from interference between drivers.

offering frequency response se�ngs to further tailor
the user listening experience based on their listening
room acous�cs.
EQ modes are provided to help the user do this. Wall
Mode, Treble Trim and three Bass Extension modes.
Figure 28 shows the three Bass Extension modes
“Extra”, “Standard” and “Less”.

The rela�ve phase between driver outputs also has an
important effect on the direc�vity of most loudspeakers
too. However, the overall phase response of the
loudspeaker is tradi�onally ignored and most
loudspeakers have significant overall phase distor�on.
There are good reasons that this effect has been
overlooked. Firstly, the human ear is rela�vely
insensi�ve to phase distor�on compared to magnitude
distor�on. Secondly, even though the phase distor�on
effect is known by many, in a passive or analogue ac�ve
loudspeaker there is very li�le that can be done to
address it.

The result is a floorstanding ac�ve wireless loudspeaker
system that blends high performance, connec�vity and
aesthe�cs in a small footprint, combining all three for
the increasing number of people who are looking for an
excep�onal audio experience.

The app also allows for the addi�on of subwoofers to
the system, with the flexibility for a single or dual
subwoofers playing the combined le� and right channel
content as well as separate stereo subwoofers.
In terms of integra�on, “Basic” mode offers an easy-touse menu of stepped op�ons, with adjustment provided
to control the low-pass filter frequency to the
subwoofer where a high-pass filter is applied to the
speaker accordingly. Low- and high-pass filter frequency
preselected values are provided for pairing various KEF
subwoofers to help the user as a star�ng point to easily
approach the best integra�on in their room.

Phase Correc�on, as found in LS50 Wireless II and LSX,
compensates for phase distor�on by pre-filtering the
signal through a special type of all-pass FIR filter. This
filter has the reverse phase characteris�cs to the phase
error introduced by the crossover and compensates for
the system’s phase distor�on, ensuring sound at all
frequencies reach the listener at the same �me.

Figure 26. Theore�cal group delay for 2-way and 3-way system with 4th order
Linkwitz-Riley acous�c filter slopes

“Expert” mode provides a much more customisable
op�on – the separa�on of the low- and high-pass filters
(subwoofer and speaker, respec�vely). This allows the
user to factor in the variables pertaining to their setup –
room geometry, treatment, distance between speakers
and subwoofers, and the listening posi�on.

With Uni-Q, as all frequencies radiate from a single
coherent source, the phase rela�onship between the
MF and HF drivers stays consistent in all direc�ons. This
makes it an ideal candidate for phase correc�on. The
LS50 Collec�on white paper [7] discusses why the UniQ is an excellent case for the applica�on of phase
correc�on. LS60 Wireless, being a 3-way design,
required the expansion of phase correc�on into a third
driver sec�on. SAS makes this possible. Since the
distance of the four LF drivers to the Uni-Q is minimal
and the arrangement is symmetrical, phase correc�on
can be easily implemented following the same scheme
as in LS50 Wireless II.

The details of the signal path from input selec�on to
power amplifier output are similar in principle to the
ones in LS50 Wireless II and diagrams describing these
can be found in its white paper [7, p. 19]. A few key
differences to note is the addi�on of a DAC and
amplifier for the LF sec�on as well as Smart Distor�on
Control Technology.
Figure 27. LS60 Wireless impulse response with and without Phase Correc�on (+/-2
kPa offset)

Figure 29 shows a snapshot of the Expert Mode in the
KEF Connect app.

Using a theore�cal model of 2-way and 3-way
crossovers with 4th order Linkwitz-Riley acous�c transfer
func�ons as an example, it can be shown how a 3-way
design further benefits from phase correc�on. In the
example shown in Figure 26, when the frequency for a
2-way crossover is around 3 kHz, the group delay
observed is around 0.2ms. Adding a third way to operate
below 400 Hz results in addi�onal and considerable
group delay of up to 1.5ms that can be more no�ceable
par�cularly during the start and stop of signals.

4. Summary
LS60 Wireless is the result of years of research and
development, culmina�ng in the most advanced ac�ve
loudspeaker system to leave the assembly line of KEF,
s�ll working upon the founda�ons set by founder
Raymond Cooke in 1961. Using SAS as a star�ng point,
a clear path of acous�c design challenges emerged.
Through the adapta�on of exis�ng technologies, and
the development of new ones, these challenges have
been met.

Figure 27 shows the measured impulse response of the
LS60 Wireless with Phase Correc�on on and off
respec�vely. The improvement in the �me response to
the impulse signal is readily apparent, par�cularly
reducing ringing a�er a few milliseconds. This feature is
enabled by default in the KEF Connect app’s EQ and can
be disabled using “Expert Mode”.
3.4.3

throughout and beyond their band; and low distor�on
and compression, as well as a good temporal response.

Figure 28. LS60 Wireless bass extension modes

LS60 Wireless follows KEF’s main design philosophy
goals: a smooth and balanced response both in terms of
frequency and space; sound that emanates from the
drivers themselves and not from panels or openings;
drivers that operate in a well-controlled manner

User Equalisa�on

The LS60 Wireless’s response has been carefully
balanced to provide a neutral �mbral balance and
realis�c musical reproduc�on in a medium to large
acous�cally treated room. DSP allows the flexibility of
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Figure 29. KEF Connec�on user interface in Expert mode for LS60 Wireless
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LS60 Wireless Spinorama (top) and dispersion plots - horizontal (middle)
and ver�cal (bo�om)
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